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a b s t r a c t

We experimentally studied a high temperature proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell to investigate
the effects of CO poisoning at different temperatures. The effects of temperature, for various percentages
of CO mixed with anode hydrogen stream, on the current–voltage characteristics of the fuel cell are
investigated. The results show that at low temperature, the fuel cell performance degraded significantly
with higher CO percentage (i.e., 5% CO) in the anode hydrogen stream compared to the high temperature. A
detailed electrochemical analysis regarding CO coverage on electrode surface is presented which indicates
that electrochemical oxidation is favorable at high temperature. A cell diagnostic test shows that both

−2

uel cell
O poisoning
xperimental
erformance

2% CO and 5% CO can be tolerated equally at low current density (<0.3 A cm ) with high cell voltage
(>0.5 V) at 180 ◦C without any cell performance loss. At high temperature, both 2% CO and 5% CO can be
tolerated at higher current density (>0.5 A cm−2) with moderate cell voltage (0.2–0.5 V) when the cell
voltage loss within 0.03–0.05 V would be acceptable. The surface coverage of platinum catalyst by CO
at low temperature is very high compared to high temperature. Results suggest that the PEM fuel cell

◦ ove, t
proc
operating at 180 C or ab
cell directly from the fuel

. Introduction

High efficiency, low or zero greenhouse gas emission, porta-
ility, and high power density of polymer electrolyte membrane
uel cells (PEMFCs), have attracted much attention as an alterna-
ive power source for electric vehicles (EV), auxiliary power unit
APU), portable energy sources or a residential cogeneration power
ystem [1–2]. So far, experimental results and real-world applica-
ions of PEMFCs [3–4] revealed that these perform best on pure
ydrogen (H2) as an anode input gas. But for many applications,
specially mobile, due to lack of availability of refueling infrastruc-
ure and impractical storage techniques pure hydrogen is not yet
viable option [1–2]. Pure hydrogen as an anode gas source for

EMFCs, at present, has a number of formidable limitations [1–2].
ne of the major limitations is onboard hydrogen storage. The refu-
ling of a vehicle using hydrogen would be slow, and the major
torage schemes of compressed hydrogen, cryogenic hydrogen,
nd metal hydride adsorption each have significant disadvantages

3–5]. These onboard storage issues are escalated by the lack of
nfrastructure for hydrogen distribution [2]. As a viable alterna-
ive of carrying pure hydrogen, onboard hydrogen generation by
eforming hydrocarbons such as natural gas, gasoline or alcohol

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 810 762 9916; fax: +1 810 762 7860.
E-mail address: sdas@kettering.edu (S.K. Das).

378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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he reformate gas with higher CO percentage (i.e., 2–5%) can be fed to the
essor.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

fuels would be an obvious choice [1–2]. Besides hydrogen and car-
bon dioxide, the reformate gases contain a small amount of carbon
monoxide (CO). Since conventional PEMFCs operate at around 80 ◦C,
at this temperature CO content as low as 10–20 ppm in the hydro-
gen gas feed results in a significant loss in cell performance due to
CO poisoning of the electrodes platinum (Pt) catalyst [1,5–6]. There-
fore a strict purification of the reformate gas is necessary in order
to reduce CO level down to 10 ppm by means of the water–gas shift
reaction, preferential oxidation, membrane separation, or metha-
nation [5–7] which requires considerable effort for additional fuel
processing and thus ultimately increases system complexity and
cost.

It is well known from a thermodynamic analysis that adsorption
of CO on Pt is associated with a high negative entropy, indicating
that adsorption is strongly favored at low temperatures, and dis-
favored at high temperatures [5–7]. Oxidation of hydrogen on the
anodic platinum catalyst is known to take place in two different
steps i.e., dissociative chemisorption and electrochemical oxida-
tion [6–7]. The dissociative chemisorption of a hydrogen molecule
requires two free adjacent sites of the platinum surface atoms. On
the other hand, the electrochemical oxidations of the chemically

adsorbed hydrogen atoms produce two free platinum sites, two
hydrogen ions, and two electrons [6–8]. Hence, the increased tol-
erance to CO is related to the thermodynamics of adsorption of CO
and H2 on Pt [6–8]. Adsorption of both CO and H2 on platinum cat-
alyst surfaces is mostly comparable to Langmuirian in nature [6–7].

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:sdas@kettering.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.04.021
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Nomenclature

A ampere
A0 Tafel slope
B0 mass transfer overvoltage constant
CO carbon monoxide
E0 open circuit voltage
H2 hydrogen
Pt platinum
r interaction parameter
R ideal gas constant
T temperature
V voltage
vol volume
W power (Watt)

subscripts
�CO surface coverage of CO
H2O water or water vapor
H3PO4 phosphoric acid
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i0 exchange current density

hus, the operation of low temperature proton exchange mem-
rane (PEM) fuel cell requires CO concentrations as low as 5–8 ppm
therwise CO will poison the electrodes catalyst and a significant
oss in fuel cell performance is observed [1–2]. However, hydrogen
dsorption is less exothermic than CO on Pt, and H2 adsorption on
t requires two adsorption sites at higher temperatures, increasing
he temperature of fuel cells may lead to a beneficial shift towards
igher H2 coverage at the expense of CO coverage. CO tolerance

s dramatically increased thereby up to 50,000 ppm allowing high
emperature PEM fuel cells to use lower quality (higher CO concen-
rations) reformed hydrogen [8–9].

Numerous studies have been attempted in identifying the mech-
nism of adsorption and oxidation, and the types and the nature
f the adsorbed species using Pt based alloys such as PtRu as CO-
olerant electrocatalysts for the oxidation of adsorbed CO [10–14].
t is found that the presence of Ru atoms in the alloys leads to a
ifunctional mechanism i.e., through the promotion of water dis-
ociation and then CO oxidation [11–15]. In fuel cell application, it
s found that the oxidation of an adsorbed CO monolayer on the
lectrodes is shifted to more negative potentials as compared to
ure Pt, which implies a lower overpotential at the anode and an

ncrease in cell voltages [8–16]. To use platinum based alloys instead
f pure platinum as electrocatalysts in PEMFCs operations; durabil-
ty, effectiveness and performance degradations of electrocatalysts
ver time are still major concerns [12–17]. Alternative approach
f not using platinum based alloys rather than pure platinum in
uel cell applications to mitigate CO poisoning is the addition of
–4% oxygen into the CO-containing anode feed stream and is
eferred to as oxygen bleeding or addition of hydrogen peroxide
H2O2) into an anode humidifier have been suggested [10–17]. It
as been shown that the cell voltages improvements are much
reater than the coulombic losses due to the hydrogen consump-
ion; even though the selectivity of the bleed oxygen is poor i.e.,
he bleed oxygen reacts chemically with CO and consumes hydro-
en as well [13–16]. The aim of addition of H2O2 into the humidifier
f the anode stream is that the vapor of H2O2 can be transported

rom the anode humidifier to the anode where the oxygen atoms
ill be formed by dissociative chemisorption on the anode catalyst

14–18]. However, studies suggest that H2O2 decomposes at the
etallic surface of the anode humidifier and the actual mechanism

s also by the oxygen bleed effect [12–18].
urces 193 (2009) 691–698

The literature reviews presented above clearly indicated that the
CO poisoning in the PEMFCs operation is a significant barrier to
the commercialization of PEMFC technology for almost all forms
of industrial applications especially mobile applications such as
transportations. Recently, development of temperature resistant
polymer membranes, such as the acid-doped polybenzimidazole
(PBI) membranes [19–24], open up the opportunity to build high
temperature PEMFC which can be fed with lower quality (higher
CO concentrations) reformate hydrogen [8–12] directly from the
fuel reformer [10–18]. The high operational temperature makes
it possible to improve the CO tolerance of PEMFCs at a higher
level. Therefore, the present experimental study of an air breath-
ing high temperature PEM fuel cell at steady operating conditions
is to investigate the effects of CO poisoning at different tempera-
tures, 120–180 ◦C, for extended periods of operations. The aim of
this study is to judge the effects of changes in the current–voltage
characteristics of the fuel cell at different temperatures while using
anode gas feeding with different amount of CO concentrations.
Experimental data of this type would be very useful in finding
design parameters for fuel processor to deliver the reformate gas
directly to the high temperature PEM fuel cells from the reformer
without further CO removal. The experimental data will also help
to develop multi-dimensional mathematical models which can be
used for a more detailed analysis of a high temperature fuel cell,
especially for the mass transport analysis from the gas flow chan-
nels to the reaction zones.

2. Experimental procedures

In this study, we used our state of the art fuel cell test facility
equipped with Schatz Energy Research Center’s (SERC) multi-stand
test bench. The experimental multi-stand test bench consists of
four test stations capable of testing single cell/stacks not exceeding
200 W on the first two stations, while the third and fourth stations
can test up to 1000 W at differential pressures up to 2 bar. The fourth
test station (TS4) was used for this experimental test of CO effects on
fuel cell performance. Our experimental test bench integrates total
seven support systems. Both the air and hydrogen systems supply
air/hydrogen through the mass flow controllers (MFC) at appropri-
ate pressure levels to the test cell. A single computer, with an analog
and digital interface controls and monitors the four test stands on
the bench simultaneously, and necessary data acquisitions can be
performed in setting auto-mode by the computer.

A single test cell, made of graphite plates carved in serpentine
configuration gas channels with 45 cm2 active areas, is used along
with phosphoric acid-doped PBI membrane. The PBI membrane
was purchased from BASF Fuel Cell GmbH (Frankfurt, Germany).
Electrodes were produced at BASF Fuel Cell Inc. (Somerset, NJ, USA)
and the membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) were performed
at BASF Fuel Cell GmbH (Frankfurt, Germany) using phosphoric
acid-doped PBI-based (Celtec®–P type) membranes. According to
the BASF Fuel Cell, in the MEAs, the cathode contains Pt-alloy
with 0.75 mg Pt cm−2 and the anode contains Pt catalyst with 1 mg
Pt cm−2 loading. The membrane thickness in the MEA is approxi-
mately 50–75 �m. Two aluminum end plates with attached heaters
were used to clamp the graphite plates. Fuel and oxidant gases were
supplied via mass flow controllers. Three fuels were used: (i) indus-
trial grade pure hydrogen, (ii) a certified gas mixture consisting of
1.99% CO balanced hydrogen and (iii) a certified gas mixture con-
sisting of 4.99% CO balanced hydrogen, to study the effect of CO

concentration in the anode fuel stream on the fuel cell performance
at different cell temperatures. All three fuels were supplied from
compressed gas cylinders and delivered to the test cell using a MKS
mass flow controller. Gas mixtures were certified using a gravimet-
ric method by the CO balanced hydrogen supplied company, The
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merican Gas Group (AGG), 6055 Brent Dr., Toledo, Ohio, USA. The
ccuracy level of compositions of various gas mixtures containing
2 and CO is ±2 rel (a unit used for gas mixture quantification by
GG). We set 1.2 fuel stoichiometry with 0.1 slm (standard liter per
inute) minimum fuel flow rate at the anode inlet and 2.5 air sto-

chiometry with 0.3 slm minimal air flow rate at the cathode inlet
nd atmospheric (ambient) pressure is maintained at the cell out-
ets (exits). First, we raised the fuel cell temperature from room
emperature to 120 ◦C and supplied industrial grade pure hydrogen
o the fuel cell’s anode and then allowed the cell to reach equilib-
ium/steady state i.e., to reach a stable open circuit voltage (OCV).
he actual temperature was within 120–122 ◦C. Polarization curves
f the high temperature PEM fuel cell were measured when the
ell voltage reached steady state at 120 ◦C. At the time the polar-
zations curves were measured, the cell had already operated for
ver 1000 h. Upon completion of polarization curve, we set the cell
o operate at constant current in order to avoid open circuit volt-
ge. We then set the cell temperature to 140 ◦C, 160 ◦C and 180 ◦C,
espectively and polarization curves were measured after the cell
ad reached steady state at each of these temperatures. Upon com-
letion of polarization curves at each temperature, we set the cell
o operate at constant current, each time, in order to avoid OCV. We
epeated the above procedures for 2% CO and 5% CO gas mixtures
or the entire temperature ranges, 120–180 ◦C, and completed the

easurement of polarization curves. It is interesting to note that for
he subsequent use of the same experimental setup, any adsorbed
O was purged with N2 and then with air. The air purging would
xidize any residual CO on the electrode and would raise the OCV
f the electrode.

. Results and discussions

.1. Cell performance with pure hydrogen

The fuel cell with 45 cm2 active area was tested under three dif-
erent fed gas mixtures. Fig. 1 represents the polarization curves

or four different temperatures with pure hydrogen feed at anode
tream. Solid lines represent the voltage–current relationship (I–V)
urves and symbols denote the calculated power output as a func-
ion of current density at different temperatures. The cell operating

ig. 1. Polarization obtained experimentally with a PBI-based PEMFC at different
emperatures using industry standard pure hydrogen.
urces 193 (2009) 691–698 693

voltage–current relationship can be expressed as [1].

V = E0 − iR − A0 ln
(

i

i0

)
+ B0 ln

(
i

il

)
(1)

where V is the cell operating voltage, E0 is the OCV, iR is the Ohmic
loss, A0 is the Tafel slope, i is the current density, i0 is the exchange
current density, il is the limiting current density at the electrode
which has the lowest limiting current density and B0 is the con-
stant of mass transfer overvoltage. From Fig. 1, we can see that as
temperature increases the polarization curve shifted upward indi-
cating that cell performs better at higher temperature. It implies
that fuel oxidation rate is higher, i.e., higher current density, at
higher temperature and consequently cell performance improve-
ment is observed at higher temperatures. At higher temperature,
performance gain was observed due to the decrease of the oxy-
gen reduction overvoltage. At the lower temperature, open circuit
voltage has a greater impact initially on the cell performance.
At a specific cell voltage, for example 0.55 V, the current density
increases with increasing cell temperature. At 180 ◦C and atmo-
spheric pressure, a power output of around 0.39 W cm−2 is obtained
at the cell voltage of 0.49 V with cell current at around 0.8 A cm−2.
At 120 ◦C, however, the power output is only 0.25 W cm−2 at the cell
voltage of 0.35 V with cell current density at around 0.7 A cm−2. It
is observed that cell temperature has a great impact on the perfor-
mance of high temperature PEM fuel cell.

3.2. Electrochemical mechanism for pure hydrogen

For the case of adsorption of pure hydrogen on the anode plat-
inum catalyst surfaces, the oxidation of hydrogen takes place in
two steps, i.e., dissociative chemisorption occurs first followed by
electrochemical oxidation. In the dissociative chemisorption of a
hydrogen molecule, two hydrogen atoms are adsorbed chemically
by two free adjacent sites of the platinum surface atoms [22].

(2)

Next the electrochemical oxidation of the chemically adsorbed
hydrogen atoms produces two free platinum sites, two hydrogen
ions and two electrons [22]

(3)

At higher temperature, the oxidation rate of the reactions shown
in Eqs. (2) and (3) is higher, which corresponds to a higher current
density [23]. The results presented in Fig. 1 complies these elec-
trochemical oxidation and dissociative chemisorption scenarios at
higher temperatures.

3.3. Cell performance with CO mixed hydrogen and adsorption of
species mechanism

The measured polarization curves with pure hydrogen and the
hydrogen containing two different volume (vol) percentage of car-
bon monoxide (CO) at the temperatures of 140 ◦C, 160 ◦C and 180 ◦C
are shown in Fig. 2. For each of the temperatures, CO contents of
0 vol% (0% CO – Pure H2), 2 vol% (2% CO) and 5 vol% (5% CO) were
tested. In Fig. 2, slopes of the current–voltage curves changes signif-
icantly at low temperatures (140 ◦C and 160 ◦C) with higher CO’s (2%

CO and 5% CO) compared to high temperature (180 ◦C). It implies
that the higher CO percentage at low temperature poisoned the cat-
alyst layer effectively. From Fig. 2, we can see that, at 140 ◦C, at the
cell voltage of 0.5 V for hydrogen containing 2% CO, the current den-
sity decreases from 0.4 A cm−2 for pure hydrogen to 0.23 A cm−2,
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ig. 2. Polarization curves obtained experimentally with a PBI-based PEMFC with
ure hydrogen and 2% CO and 5% CO mixed with pure hydrogen respectively at
ifferent temperatures. The % of CO concentrations is indicated in the figure.

.e., current density decreased by 42.5%. For 5% CO, the current
ensity decreases to 0.16 A cm−2 at the cell voltage of 0.5 V, i.e.,
ecreased by 60% as compared to pure hydrogen. It reveals that
7.5% performance losses is observed when we increased the CO
ol% into the anode feed gas from 2% to 5% at 140 ◦C. It means that
igher CO vol% in the hydrogen stream at low temperature (140 ◦C)

s poisoning fuel cell catalyst effectively. At 160 ◦C, from Fig. 2, it can
e seen that at the cell voltage of 0.5 V, 12.5% performance losses
re observed when we increased the CO vol% into the anode feed
as from 2% to 5%. It means that higher temperature enhances fuel
ell performance with higher CO vol% in the hydrogen stream. At
80 ◦C, from Fig. 2, it can be seen that there is no significant perfor-
ance loss at current densities up to 0.6 A cm−2. For a cell voltage

f 0.5 V, approximately 5% performance losses are observed when
e increased the CO vol% into the anode feed gas from 2% to 5% at

80 ◦C. It means that higher CO vol% in the hydrogen stream can be
olerated at higher temperature with minimum degradation of cell
erformance.

The CO poisoning effect can be better estimated by plotting the
ower output as a function of the current density. Fig. 3 represents
he power density of the cell with different CO percentage in the
ydrogen at different temperatures. Red, green and blue solid lines,
ashed lines, and symbols represent power density as a function
f current density for 0% CO (industrial grade pure hydrogen), 2%
O mixed hydrogen and 5% CO mixed hydrogen at 140 ◦C, 160 ◦C
nd 180 ◦C respectively. For pure hydrogen, a maximum power den-
ity of 0.38 W cm−2, 0.33 W cm−2 and 0.27 W cm−2 is obtained at
urrent density 0.82 A cm−2, 0.78 A cm−2 and 0.75 A cm−2 at tem-
eratures 180 ◦C, 160 ◦C and 140 ◦C respectively. When the fuel
ontains 2% CO and 5% CO the maximum power density decreases
o 0.34 W cm−2 and 0.31 W cm−2 at current density 0.78 A cm−2 and
.77 A cm−2, respectively for the temperature 180 ◦C. The power
ensity decreases to 0.27 W cm−2 and 0.15 W cm−2 at current den-
ity 0.75 A cm−2 and 0.6 A cm−2, respectively for temperature 160 ◦C
hereas power density decreases to 0.1 W cm−2 and 0.06 W cm−2 at

−2 −2
urrent density 0.36 A cm and 0.23 A cm respectively for tem-
erature 140 ◦C when the anode fuel stream contains 2% CO and
% CO, respectively. From Fig. 3 it appears that the power density
f the fuel cell decreases significantly at the lower temperatures
140 ◦C, 160 ◦C) as compared to higher temperature (180 ◦C). When
Fig. 3. Power density curves obtained experimentally with a PBI-based PEMFC with
pure hydrogen and hydrogen containing different CO vol% at different temperatures.
The % of CO concentrations is indicated in the figure.

we increased the CO concentration from 2% to 5% in hydrogen
stream at different temperatures we found that the power den-
sity decreases sharply for higher CO vol% in hydrogen stream at
lower temperature which signals that higher CO concentration con-
taminated anode Pt catalyst very quickly and hence the fuel cell
performance degraded profoundly at lower temperatures. The per-
formance losses of high temperature PEM fuel cell due to presence
of small amount of CO in the hydrogen stream can be explained
by the two competing reactions taking place at the anode. When
anode gas stream contains CO, mixed with hydrogen, CO competes
with hydrogen for the adsorption sites of platinum. The CO got
adsorbed into the platinum sites by two types of bonding modes
[22] as shown in Eqs. (4) and (5).

(4)

(5)

The adsorption of linearly bonded CO species requires one
adsorption site per CO molecules whereas the bridge-bonded CO
species requires two adjacent platinum sites [16]. Since adsorption
of CO on Pt is strongly favored at low temperatures, and disfavored
at higher temperatures [6–14], the cell performance decrease at
lower temperature as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The fuel cell’s per-
formance decrease at low temperature may be associated with
the adsorption of CO on active Pt sites of the catalyst leading to
a blocking of the adsorption and oxidation of hydrogen molecules.
Furthermore, by analyzing the anode exhaust gas of a PEMFC using
CO mixed with hydrogen, Iwase and Kawatsu [15] showed that with
the presence of oxygen containing species, i.e. water or water vapor,
CO oxidized to CO2 at high temperature. Therefore, the desorption

of CO can be considered as

(6)
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(7)

(8)

The oxidation of CO to CO2 occurs (see Eqs. (7)–(8)) at potentials
here oxygen containing species are formed at Pt surfaces accord-

ng to Eq. (6). The amount of water or water vapor necessary for the
ormation of this oxygen containing species on the Pt surfaces may
e provided by either by the water vapor in the feed gas or by the
ater vapor that is present in the proton exchange membrane or

he vapor produced inside the fuel cell at high temperature. Thus at
igh temperature, dissociative chemisorption mechanism of hydro-
en molecules can occur further at least on a small fraction of the Pt
atalyst surface area free of CO according to Eqs. (7)–(8). Therefore
ore hydrogen molecules can be bonded by chemisorption on the

ree Pt surfaces to release more electrons and protons, and conse-
uently the cell performance is improved at high temperature as
an be seen from Figs. 3 and 4.

.4. Comparison of cell performance with pure and CO mixed
ydrogen

To compare the CO poisoning effects on the fuel cells perfor-
ance we plotted the cell voltage loss as a function of current

ensity. The cell voltage loss is calculated by the cell voltage
btained using CO-free hydrogen (industry standard pure hydro-
en) minus the voltage obtained using CO-containing hydrogen
different vol% of CO mixed with hydrogen) at different current den-
ities. Fig. 4 represents the cell voltage loss as a function of current
ensity for two different percentage of CO mixed with hydrogen at

hree different temperatures. In Fig. 4, the solid blue line and blue
ircles represent voltage loss for 2% CO and 5% CO at 140 ◦C, respec-
ively, the dashed green line and green diamond symbols represent
oltage loss for 2% CO and 5% CO at 160 ◦C, respectively whereas
he red small dashed line and red triangle symbols represent volt-

ig. 4. Cell voltage loss, VL, obtained experimentally with a PBI-based PEMFC with
ure hydrogen and hydrogen containing different CO vol% at different temperatures.
he % of CO concentrations is indicated in the figure.
Fig. 5. Cell power loss, WL (cm ), obtained experimentally with a PBI-based PEMFC
with pure hydrogen and hydrogen containing different CO vol% at different temper-
atures. The % of CO concentrations is indicated in the figure.

age loss for 2% CO and 5% CO at 180 ◦C, respectively as a function of
current density. From Fig. 4, we can see that a small bump-shape
appears in the activation loss regime (current density <0.01 A cm−2)
for 5% CO at 140 ◦C. It is because of the fact that poisoning of catalyst
is profound for 5% CO at the low temperature, i.e. 140 ◦C. Because
of it, we can see that the voltage drop occurs significantly even in
the activation voltage loss regime (current density <0.01 A cm−2 –
see Fig. 2) for 5% CO at 140 ◦C. As shown in Fig. 4, the cell voltage
loss is very high for 5% CO compared to 2% CO for both at 140 ◦C and
160 ◦C at higher current densities. Although the cell voltage loss
is approximately equal for 5% CO and 2% CO up to current density
0.23 A cm−2 at 180 ◦C, the cell voltage loss is increasing after current
density 0.23 A cm−2 for 5% CO compared to 2% CO at 180 ◦C. If we
consider the cell voltage loss within less than 0.05 V, 5% CO and 2%
CO in hydrogen can be tolerated at 180 ◦C up to current densities
0.8 A cm−2 as can be seen from Fig. 4. From Fig. 4, if we accept the
cell voltage loss within less than 0.07 V, 2% CO in hydrogen can be
tolerated at 160 ◦C at current densities up to 0.64 A cm−2 whereas
5% CO in hydrogen can be tolerated at 160 ◦C at current densities
up to 0.57 A cm−2 when the cell voltage loss within 0.023 V would
be acceptable. At 140 ◦C, 2% CO and 5% CO can be tolerated at cur-
rent densities up to 0.25 A cm−2 and 0.21 A cm−2 respectively when
the cell voltage loss of 0.024 V and 0.032 V, respectively would be
acceptable. Fig. 5 presents the power loss as a function of current
density for 2% CO and 5% CO in the hydrogen stream at tempera-
tures 140 ◦C, 160 ◦C and 180 ◦C. The power loss is calculated by the
difference between power obtained using CO-free hydrogen (indus-
try standard pure hydrogen) and CO-containing hydrogen (different
vol% of CO mixed with hydrogen) at different current densities.
From Fig. 5 we see that 0.07 W cm−2 power losses occur for both
2% CO and 5% CO at 140 ◦C at current densities up to 0.21 A cm−2.
At 160 ◦C, power loss is higher for 5% CO as compared to 2% CO at
current density 0.4 A cm−2 and 0.57 A cm−2. At 180 ◦C, power losses
are elevated for 5% CO as compared to 2% CO at higher current den-
sities. From the electrochemistry analysis discussed in Eqs. (2)–(8)

and the results presented in Figs. 2–6, it is revealed that the cell
voltage as well as power loss is apparently a function of the CO con-
tent in the anode hydrogen stream, temperature, anode catalyst and
current density.
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To quantify, more specifically, the effect of CO on the cell perfor-
ance we tested the cell at two fixed current densities (see Fig. 2 for

urrent–voltage relationship), at 0.2 A cm−2 and 0.5 A cm−2, respec-
ively, for 2% CO and 5% CO in the anode hydrogen stream at
emperatures ranging between 120 ◦C and 180 ◦C. Fig. 6 represents
he cell voltage variations as a function of temperatures for 2% CO
nd 5% CO while the cell was operated at two fixed current den-
ities, at 0.2 A cm−2 and 0.5 A cm−2, respectively. For comparison
eason, we also tested the cell with pure hydrogen, as a base case,
t current density 0.5 A cm−2. In Fig. 6, the dashed green line and
lue circles represent the cell voltage for 2% CO and 5% CO at current
ensity 0.2 A cm−2, the dashed red line and pink diamond symbols
epresent the cell voltage for 2% CO and 5% CO at current density
.5 A cm−2 whereas the black solid line represents the cell voltage at
urrent density 0.5 A cm−2 for pure hydrogen as a function of tem-
erature. From Fig. 6, we see that both 2% CO and 5% CO in hydrogen
an be tolerated at 180 ◦C when the cell is operated at current den-
ity 0.2 A cm−2 with virtually no voltage drop. The cell voltage drop
s increasing for 5% CO as the temperature decreasing from 180 ◦C
ompared to 2% CO at current density 0.2 A cm−2. From Fig. 6, it is
hown that both 2% CO and 5% CO can be tolerated equally if the cell
s operated at current density 0.2 A cm−2 with cell voltage of 0.65 V.
t current density 0.5 A cm−2, the cell voltage drop for 5% CO is more
rofound than 2% CO as the temperature decreasing from 180 ◦C
ompared to the cell voltage for pure hydrogen. From Fig. 6 we see
hat both 5% CO and 2% CO in hydrogen can be tolerated at 180 ◦C
t current density 0.5 A cm−2 when the cell voltage loss within less
han 0.03–0.05 V would be acceptable. In brief, from Fig. 6 we see
hat both 2% CO and 5% CO can be tolerated when the cell operated
t low current density, 0.2 A cm−2, and high cell voltage, 0.65 V, at
igh temperature, 180 ◦C. On the other hand, when the cell voltage
rop within less than 0.05 V would be acceptable compared to the
ell voltage for pure hydrogen, both 5% CO and 2% CO in hydrogen
an be tolerated at higher current density, 0.5 A cm−2, and lower
ell voltage, 0.47 V, at high temperature, 180 ◦C.
.5. Electrochemical analysis of CO coverage

According to the electrokinetics [22], the measured current den-
ity of a fuel cell comes through hydrogen oxidation, via either

ig. 6. Variation of cell voltage as a function of temperature at 0.2 A cm−2 and
.5 A cm−2, respectively for both 2% CO and 5% CO mixed with hydrogen. The % of CO
oncentrations is indicated in the figure.
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presence or absence of CO, is directly related to the fraction of
unblocked sites, i.e., sites either occupied by hydrogen or available
to hydrogen adsorption, �unblocked. The surface coverage of plat-
inum (Pt) catalysts by CO, denoted as �CO, has been determined
by a number of researchers [6–15] to characterize the CO poisoning
effects. The electrochemical stripping voltammetry and polariza-
tion measurements are the two primary tools for estimation of
the CO surface coverage. The CO coverage is calculated from the
measured cell current as �CO + �unblocked = 1. However, this simple
additive relationship would not be true in the case of phospho-
ric acid (H3PO4) doped PBI membranes, because of the presence
of other possible adsorbed species on the platinum surface. Previ-
ous studies [6–17] showed that, under equilibrium conditions, the
obtained �CO values varied in a wide range from 9% for 1% CO in
100% H3PO4 at 190 ◦C to approximately 100% for 10–100 ppm CO in
1 M HClO4 at room temperature (25 ◦C). For the case of phospho-
ric acid-doped PBI membranes, the adsorption of the acidic anion
(H2PO4

−) is significant and the adsorption may account for up to 4%
of the surface coverage in dilute H3PO4 at room temperature for an
adsorption potential of 0.1 V [7–16]. If the doped H3PO4 in PBI mem-
brane dissolved into water, the anion (H2PO4

−) adsorption would
be appreciably high [8–14]. In addition, as seen in reaction (Eqs.
(6)–(8)), the adsorption of hydroxyl ion (OH−) occurs, especially, at
high temperature. Therefore, the calculation of surface coverage of
the adsorbed species in H3PO4 acid-doped high temperature PEM
fuel cell should include at least the following terms.

�CO + �H2 + �H2O + �H2PO4 + �unblocked = 1 (9)

where � represents the fraction of surface sites covered by the
indicated species and �unblocked is the available fraction of the free
surface sites for any of these adsorbate species. Thus to understand
the performance of an acid-doped high temperature PEMFC in the
presence of CO in the anode fuel stream, the electrochemistry of
CO and hydrogen on the surface of platinum must be understood.
Dhar et al. [7] suggested that the adsorption of CO into the platinum
surfaces can be presented by the Temkin isotherm, particularly at
high temperature:

�CO = −�G0
O

r
− RT

r
ln H + RT

r
ln

(
[CO]
H2

)
(10)

where G0
O is the standard free energy of adsorption, r is the inter-

action parameter, H is the Henry’s law constant for CO solubility
in units of atm/(mol per liter). The free energy of adsorption is
a function of temperature whereas the interaction parameter is
found to be highly dependent on catalyst structure at relatively high
temperatures. The CO coverage calculated using Eq. (10) at various
temperatures was found to be linear with ln[CO]/[H2] particularly
at low current densities (see Fig. 9 of Dhar et al. [7]).

Thompsett and Cooper [17] proposed that the most appropriate
measure for the CO poisoning should be the decrease in fraction
of active catalyst surface sites available for the hydrogen oxidation
under equilibrium conditions. They defined the measure as the ratio
of the active surface site number for the H2 oxidation in the pres-
ence of CO to the total number of available surface sites for the
H2 oxidation in the absence of CO, i.e., the ratio of CO poisoned
H2 oxidation current to the pure H2 oxidation current, i(CO+H2)/iH2 .
Thompsett and Cooper [17] and Igarashi et al. [16] showed that the
current ratio would be directly proportional to (1 − �CO), i.e.,

i(CO+H2)

iH
=

(
1 − �CO

)
(11)
2

Physical interpretation of Eq. (11) is that the current ratio,
i(CO+H2)/iH2 , represents the relative activity of the catalyst for
hydrogen oxidation in the presence of CO – a value of unity
of the ratio indicates no change in the number of active cat-
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lyst surface sites for the hydrogen oxidation even in the
resence of CO. Vogel et al. [18] used following expressions
or the calculation of �CO from the measured anodic cur-
ents

i(CO+H2)

iH2

=
(

1 − �CO
)2

(12)

here i(CO+H2) and iH2 are the anodic currents due to oxidation
f CO mixed with hydrogen and pure hydrogen, respectively at
particular overpotential. Dhar et al. [7] found that the CO cov-

rage obtained using Eq. (12) is in good agreement with their
xperimental current density. In this study, we calculated the CO
overage, �CO, using both Eqs. (11) and (12) to judge the relative
ctivity of anode catalyst for hydrogen oxidation. It is interesting
o note that a comparative evaluations following [19], accounting
or H2 and CO adsorption features on anode catalytic sites, could
e performed by CO stripping voltammetry. Fig. 7 represents the
urface coverage of platinum (Pt) catalyst by CO, �CO, calculated
sing Eqs. (11) and (12) as a function of temperatures. The blue
ashed lines and red dotted lines represent the �CO calculation
sing Eqs. (11) and (12), respectively for 2% CO mixed hydrogen
uel whereas the blue solid line masked with open diamond sym-
ol and the red solid line masked with solid circle represent the �CO
alculation using Eqs. (11) and (12), respectively for 5% CO mixed
ydrogen fuel. For �CO calculation presented in Fig. 7, a cell volt-
ge of 0.52 V is chosen for the calculation of i(CO+H2)/iH2 from the
olarization curves with pure hydrogen and hydrogen mixed with
O presented in Fig. 2. From Fig. 7 we see that the surface cov-
rage of platinum (Pt) catalyst by CO for both 2% CO and 5% CO
ixed with hydrogen, determined by both Eqs. (11) and (12), is

igher around 0.25–0.6 at low temperature, 140 ◦C, and very low
round 0.14–0.012 at high temperature, 180 ◦C. Physically it means
hat at low temperature more platinum catalyst sites are occupied
y the CO than the platinum catalyst sites occupied by the CO at

igh temperature. It implies that the free platinum sites for hydro-
en adsorption at low temperature is limited compared to the free
latinum sites for hydrogen adsorption at high temperature. Thus,
ue to availability of free platinum sites for hydrogen adsorption,

t is reasonable to believe that we observed decreased cell per-

ig. 7. The surface coverage of platinum (Pt) catalyst by CO, �CO, calculated using
qs. (11) and (12) for both 2% CO and 5% CO mixed with hydrogen. The cell voltage
s set at 0.52 V for the calculation of �CO. The % of CO concentrations is indicated in
he figure.
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formance for both 2% CO and 5% CO mixed hydrogen fuel at low
temperature compared to high cell performance at high tempera-
ture for both 2% CO and 5% CO mixed hydrogen fuel as can be seen
from Fig. 2. Furthermore, from Fig. 7, we see that the slope of the
CO surface coverage curves, determined using Eqs. (11) and (12) for
both 2% CO and 5% CO, is decreasing at increasing temperatures.
The decrease of the slope of the CO coverage curves with increas-
ing temperature indicates the temperature dependence of the CO
poisoning effect on fuel cell performance. One possible explana-
tion for high cell performance at high temperature for both 2%
CO and 5% CO mixed with anodic hydrogen fuel stream could be
that the electrochemical oxidation mechanism occurs much faster
at high temperature especially in the presence of water vapor or
membrane water content as can be seen from the electrochem-
ical reactions given in Eqs. (2)–(8). The water vapor content in
anode fuel or back diffusion via the membrane or the evaporation
of product water at high temperature is a good source of water or
water vapor. Since the recovery of free platinum catalyst sites pro-
ceeds via water adsorption (see Eq. (7) and (8)), the water content
near the anode may affects the recovery rate of free platinum sur-
face sites and consequently enhance the cell performance at high
temperature.

4. Conclusion

In this study, using phosphoric acid-doped PBI membrane as
electrolyte, the effect of CO poisoning, dispensing through fuel
feed at anode stream, on carbon supported platinum catalysts in
PEMFC has been investigated in the temperature ranges between
120 ◦C and 180 ◦C. It is observed that at low temperature the fuel
cell performance degraded significantly with higher CO vol% in the
hydrogen stream. At higher temperature, at 180 ◦C, the fuel cell per-
formance degradation rate is lower compared to low temperature,
at 140 ◦C. The cell performance loss is investigated in terms of cell
voltage and power for both 2% CO and 5% CO mixed with hydro-
gen compared to pure hydrogen at anode fuel stream. A detailed
electrochemical analysis based on electrokinetics is presented for
possible explanation of cell performance degradation. A cell diag-
nostic test reveals that both 2% CO and 5% CO can be tolerated
equally at high temperature without any cell performance loss at
low current density (<0.5 A cm−2) with high cell voltage (>0.55 V)
whereas both 2% CO and 5% CO can be tolerated at higher current
density (>0.6 A cm−2) with moderate cell voltage (0.45–0.65 V) at
high temperature when the cell voltage loss within 0.03–0.05 V
would be acceptable. The surface coverage of platinum catalyst by
CO is evaluated. The results further show that the surface cover-
age of platinum catalyst by CO at low temperature is very high
compared to high temperature. The overall results suggest that for
the case of high temperature PEM fuel cell, operating at near or
above 180 ◦C, the reformate gas with higher CO vol% in the hydro-
gen stream can be fed to the cell directly from the fuel processor.
Experimental data of this type would be very useful to develop
design parameters of fuel processor based on reformate hydrocar-
bons. The high CO tolerance in high temperature PEM fuel cells
will make it possible to use the reformate gas directly from the
reformer without further CO removal. We are considering the fact
that a steam reformer is a consumer of heat and water, and fuel
cell stacks are a producer of heat and water. Thus, integration of the
fuel cell stack and the reformer is expected to improve the system
performance.
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